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We present an analysis of the attitude dynamics of the 
Tethered SatelliteIWing System (TSIWS) in free molecular 
flow (at an altitude of 142 km). n e  analysis indicates that a 
wing system could provide stable flight over a wide range of 
initial conditions. 
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Orbiting Axes (zes) 
Stream velocity, d s  
Relative stream velocity, mls 
Most probable speed of emitted particles 
Drag Coefficient 
distance term. m 
Altitude above the surface of the Earth. m 
orbit inclination 
Principle inerlia dyadic of the T S N S  about the 
tether-TSIWS connection. kg.m2 
Direction cosine 
length of a single flat plate wing, m 
mass, total m a s  of the TSAKS. kg 
moments, total moments about the tether-ENS 
connectiw. N*m 
Mass flux, kg/(sm2) 
Pressure. N h 2  
Position vector measured from 0 to a pins m 
radius of a component, m 
position vector fmm the origin of the inertial 
coordinate system to the tether-TS/wS camedim 
Altitude of the TSIWS from the origin of the 
Inatial coordinate system, m 
Universal Gas Constant, J /(kg.k) 
 rea m* 
.m 
SI Speed Ratio 
T Rotation matrix 
T WaWree Slream Temperature, k 
t T i e ,  s 
f Wing thickness 
U Controllability matrix 
Force function 
Molecular thermal velocity, d s  
Velocity, d s  
speed, d s  
Relative velocity of the flow at a point wxt. inatial 
space. d s  
Eula angle vector 
local coordinates in the body axes 
Radius of the Earth. m 
Direction cosines 
damping ratio 
Pitch Euler angle 
Roll Euler angle 
Yaw Euler angle 
constant due to aerodynamic shadow effects 
Density, k g h 3  
Position vector from the le(ber-TWS connection 
to the TSIWS center of mass. m 
Total angular velocity of the TSIWS 
w.1.t. inertial space 
Eigenvalue 
Frequency 
Angular velocity of the Earth's atmosphere 
Non-dimensional inertia rensaabout Uleplinciple ax5 
Geocentric gravitational constant, m31s2 
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L h B X U i A  0 
In the mid to late 1990's. NASA and AS1 (the Italian Space 
Agency) are tentatively planning a joint Venture to explore the 
Earth's upper atmosphere and ionosphere using remde sensors 
housed in a satellite tethered from the Shuttle orbiter. One 
future mission, called TSS AVM (Tetbered Satellite System 
Atmospheric Vehicle Mission). is lo collect atmospheric 
information in the altitude range of W-16Ll km, altitudes which 
cannol currently be explored using balloons or a h a f t .  This 
information is needed to better understand and model 
atmospheric phenomena including weather patterns. pollutant 
transmission, atmospheric chemistry, and ecosystem 
interactions. Moreover. the next generation of hypersonic 
vehicles are planning to fly through this atmospheric region.14 
The mission requires the main sensing probe on the TSS to 
point in the direction of the velocity vector within a tolerance 
of 2O during flight. Although active control methods have 
bee0 proposed to m g l  this requirement, we propose to use a 
passive control consisting of a wing system connected to the 
spherical probe by a rigid boom/keel system (see fig. 1). The 
wings are designed to orient the probe into the direction of the 
velocity vector by creating a h q u e  on the system from lift and 
drag from the atmospheric flow impinging on the wing; the 
keel stmcture is designed to hinder motion a b u t  the roll axis. 
We call this the Tethered Satelliw'Wng System (TSIWS). The 
goal of this research is to find an oplimal configuration for the 
TSIWS to assure stable flight. 
In tbe preliminary conceptual model presented in reference 5.  
planar motion of the T S N S  was examined for flight in an 
ideal atmospheric environment. The preliminary analysis 
indicated that the wing system cwld provide stable flight over 
a wide range of conditions. 
In early studies NASA examined the aerodynamic effects on 
lbe spherical part of the satellite and the connecting tether in 
rarefied hypersonic flow; also studied were conceptual models 
of a TSS wing system with a 45O half-angle cone fruslrum 
attached to a 1 m diameta sphaical satellite. Howeva, in 
both models no external loads were applied, stability analysis 
was not considered and model design oplimization was not 
conducted. In the second model, a continuum flow model of 
the ahnosphere was a p ~ l i e d 6 . ~  More recently Dogra, Moss 
et al. studied the aerothermodynamics and flow past a sphere 
Fig. 1 Conceptual model of theTS/WS 
using the direct simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) mabod. In 
their work they detamined not only the pessurc. temperature 
and the structure of the flow over a sphere. but also found that 
transitional effects effects exist up to 200 km.8.9 Similarly. 
Dogra and Moss also examined Hypersonic Rarrjiid Flow 
Abou PLues al and similarly concluded again 
transitional effects exist up to altitudes of 200 Imr for plvts of 
12 m in length. They also derived various aerodynamic 
coefficients. Their results did show a relatively close 
correlation in the drag coefficient computed using tbe free 
molecular flow model and the DSMC method for large 
Knudseo number (-10). 
Several authors have examined the aaodynamic effectam the 
orbiter-tether-probe. or dumbbell, configuration on the 
dynamics of the system. Puig-Suari and Longuski developed a 
dynamic model to study not only the behavior of tbe (dhered 
system, but also its use in aerubraking.11*12 Fujii, et. al. 
studied the control of the deployment and retrieval of the 
dumbell c ~ n f i g u r a t i o o . ~ ~  Shakhov studied a similar 
configuration using a smaller probe (mass - 1 kg). His study 
focused not only on liiear oscillations but also weakly non- 
linear oscillations. l4 Shakhov also -led the telher as a 
flexible sln~cture, whereas references 11 - 13 brat tbe Wher 
as a rigid rcd 
L/ 
ILBxkemnd 
Much of the conceptual design and mission requirements of 
the Tethered Satellite spherical model have been posed The 
TSS will be lowered to an altitude of 130 km whae  it will 
conduct its studies. Up00 completion it will be further \vl 
lowered until the tetber breaks horn heating or is s e v d  from 
the shuttle. The probe has amass of 5ookg md adiameterof 
1.6 m. Fig. 2 shows a de4ailed model of the TS/WS with 
design paramelas used in the papa. 
By examination of the pmposed mission, it can be seen that the 
T W S .  flying in tandem with the Space Shun* orbiter at a 
speed of roughly 7.400 dsec. will fly io a very b w  p u r e  
atmosphere at "hypersonic" velocities where the Knudsen 
number is roughly 1 to 30 depending on tbe altitude. (The 
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Fig. 2 Detailed model of the T S N S  with design param- 
2 1 
mean free path to the size of the obstacle.) In this range of 
Knudsen number there are two regimes of flight that must be 
considered: collisionless or free molecular flow ( > l a  km). in 
which the collisions of the atmospheric molecules with each 
other have no effect on the force m the TSIWS. and transition 
flow (-100 km - 140 km). in which the collisions of 
atmospheric molecules with each other begin to effect the 
loads on the TSlWS . This paper will examine flight in free 
molecular flow. The free molecular flow was modeled by 
application of the kinetic theory of gases. M more specifically 
the Newtonian-Diffuse 
The wing derived here is based on square flat plate wings. The 
tether is connected to the T S N S  along the bwm. M M W V ~ .  
the keel suucture is located so that center of mass lies along 
the keel's centerline. The wing and boom dimensions are 
constrained so that it will fit within the space shuttle cargo 
bay.l8 
It is fruiher assumed that there wil not be any active control of 
the wing position. the wing struc!me incoporates a protective 
coating to protect it from the hostile upper atmosphere and 
hypersonic VelccitieS. 
Optimization of the design to provide stable flight was 
completed through the use of two different computer 
applications. Each application was used to derive an optimal 
solution; once obtained the solutions were compared to 
provide further solution validation. The fml metbod used was 
to conduct a parametric analysis and graphically view the 
results in the application Malhemarica l9 The computer 
program Optimum which incorporates both the general 
conjugate gradient algorithm and the golden section acceptable 




IIL W DeveloDroMt 
The attitude dynamics of the T S N S  are modeled by Euler's 
equations for the rotational motion of a rigid body subject to 
toques generated by atmospheric drag and lift, and p v i t y .  
Other environmental torques are ignored. A model of the 
Tethered Satellite System with the coordinate syslems defined 
is shown in fig. 3. The orbiting and body axes are Elated by 
. 
S=Tc (1) 
where the (132) Euler Angles (Y,  y. + ) are defmed by the 
rotation matrix, 
cy* * 7 q + * * v  =+vmrl,-*q 
7* +*rp+r.y=rl, *.rl,+*vcrO 
( cy  = cos y. sy = sin y, etc.) Note that y measures the 
yaw, ymeasures the pitch. and + measures the roll. The 
axes align with (er, eo, e,) for (Y, y, + ) = (0.0.0) so 
that the equilibrium is defined by (Y, y, + )eq = (0.0.0). 
2 
\ 
Fig. 3 Coordinate systems used in the analysis (drawing not 
to scale) 
In this model we will assume the orbita-TSNS is in a circular 
orbiL where 0 measures angular position in orbital plane and 
Eartb oblateness is ignored. The the motion of the TSAVS is 
govaned by the equation 
P,+a..(P,)+m(p x P ) = M  (3) 
Where. - 
p =-d,l 




have been linearized about tbe equilibrium position defined by 
(Y, y, + )eq and (dY/dt, dyldt. d+/dt) = (0.0.0). Note, 
excluding the "keel" structure it is assumed the TSNS is 
symmetric about the y-axis and I, = I, Calculating the 
acceleration term and linearizing the left hand side in eqn. (3) 
we get 
m = $ i + h j + ( i + b ) E  
rob- m pRb' [ + j + y k1= M (5) 
GravltatlDnal- 
The moments derived fmm gravity gradient effects about the 
tether.TS/WS connection is approximated by21 
. .  
3 
Again, linearizing we get for the moments from gravity 
gradient effects about the tether-TSNS connection 
M '- 3- R3 [[ I:-]=-- 0 m R h ) + j +  3 
\--, 
w 3  
-w 
In developing the various aerodynamic coefficients it is 
assumed that the atmosphere rotates with the Earth. and va is 
given by 
(12) 
v,=R D c m  (i) &-R 0 sin (i)m (e)& 
1 
0 
Fig. 4 Atmospheric molecules with absolute velocity 
impinging on an area element in free molecular flow. 
always located at the forward edge of the probe and is directed 
parallel to the eg -axis. Hence. using ( dAo]  + r e ) as the 
moment arm, we get the probe drag momat  
P O  
Mdp=[rpYi+(dAo+ $)I- rpplli;]X Fdp (17) 
mAerodvnamlc 'M!ZImk M 
W v,= [R O am (i) y + R 0 sin (i) am (e)+$ + Figwe 4 shows an area element of a singk flat plate wing in 
free molecular flow. The  force per unit area from the 
impinging molecules on the flat plate wing is given ~ 4 5 . 1 6  
e= p.j: jz 1." (C,i)(C,)f[C,-v& a x r )dC, (18a) 
[R D am (i) -R D sin (i) am (e) tu] j+ (lZa) 
[- R o COB [i) rl, - R sin (i) cos [e)] E 
where Q represents the angular velocity of the atmosphere. 
Also the velocity of the TSlWS at "0" is given by the 
relatiwship 
Fy=-pJ-:)-: j~(c,i)(c,)f(c,-.,+Px~ )dc, W b )  
(13) To= Rb;g 
&QlEQta&!Moments and 
f(C; - v') = 2 exp(-B' (C: -v'y) (20) The drag force on the spherical probe is given by 
1 8 
Fd P 2  = - P a  cdp sp "dp Vdlp (15) 
is the velocity distlibution function in velocity space. *e 
where 
vUp =va, + u) x rp 
Note, the net force per unit area on the "back" or shadowed 
side of the plate is approximately 0. Hence, depending on the 
orientation of the TS/WS. either eqn (18a) or (18b) is the 
and v4 is the linearized speed. Because of the symmetry of 
the spherical Probe* we the center Of pressure is 
i 4 
active equation. To accurately account for the shadowing 
effect, each quation was fust integrated. ?be resulting face 
pa unit area for each side of each wing was then compared; it 
was noted that the pressure equations had the same 
coefficients. however m e  term's experienced sign changes. 
In ader  to model the pressure into one equation, the force per 
unit area for a wing is given by 
d 
{J;;Bv,,dam) + w%fp,J) (22) 
+ exd-B%,,)) + + ( ~ O P )  J;; + &(W,,J)] 
wbae  the sigdy) was utilized to account for the resulting sign 
change, depending on which side of the wing was being 
shadowed. Note, when y = 0 .  both sides of the wing are 
active, hence the net normal force is zero. 
Besides the forces from the impinging molecules, we must 
also consider the forces from re-immission of molecules. 
Molecules can reflect from the plate either specularly (the 
molecule's angle of reflection is the same as the angle of 
incidence) or diffusely. Diffuse reflection implies the 
molecules me reflected randomly. In the model developed it is 
assumed the molecules undergo diffuse reflection with full 
surface accommodation. which is consistent with typical 
spacecraft surfaces. In diffuse reflection, no preferred 
direction of re-imission exists, thus only the normal force 
exisls. ?be pressure due to diffuse reflection for a flat plate 
wing is given by15*16 
where the pressure due to diffuse reflection is dependent on 
which side of the wing is in the shadow, as defmed by the "I" 
(OR) symbol, and 
(24) 
= -p,Jl Jz J: (C;;) f(C, - v,+ m x r ) dC, (25b) 
For this problem it is assumed Ti = Tr = T, the free stream 
temperature. and the plate encounters steady state reflection. 
To determine the total moment about the tether-TS/WS 
connection for one wing, wc use the relationship 
M = r x (P, + P,)dS (26) 
and then integrate eqn (26) for each wing, linearizing, and 
summing the results for all four wings, we obtain the total 
d y n a m i c  moments due to the wings ( M,). 
mm- nnd€Qrlmh!- 
The differential equations used to derive the equations of 
motion of the T W S  is given by setting the left hand side of 
eqn. (7) equal to Mg + Mdp + Mw. Examination of the 
diffaential quarjons hrst Shows mat mc pviry gradimt &ea9 
about the mU and pikh UjS are2 ordw ofmagnibde lpgerthan 
mc &ea9 frrm me hahootal wing% hem the baizmlal wing3 
can bemowd fmu m e d .  Also in Qdiffamtial equalions 
tbae is a muplins of Eukr mglm (Y, y,+) with the velocity 
of the atmosphere which in turn is a function of angular 
position of the TSNS in the orbit. In order to derive an 
analytic solution to the differential equation, we considered 
the case when i=Oo. In order to lest the optimal solution. 
the behavior of the T S N S  when i = Z F  was examined to 
confirm the system remains oriented within the required 
tolerances and is stable. 
Further examination of the differential equations shows 
that the aerodynamic damping terms are very small and 
hence negligible i n  effect .  Thus. the  aerodynamic 
damping terms can be removed from the analysis. Note. 
by doing this. the TSlWS has no means lo dampen it's 
motion. In order to provide energy dissipation in the 
model, we included in the design an arbitrary damping 
term. c. which can physically he modeled through the 
use of one or more nutation dampers (nutation dampers 
typically consist of a mass-spring system in a fluid- 
filled tube). Though the damping term is defined by the 
characteristics of the nutation damper, since the damper 
was not included in the physical model, for the purposes 
of this paper it was treated as an arbitrary value. Note. 
fo r  all  5 z 0 the peak overshoot about each axis i s  
always less than the undamped maximum amplitude. 
Thus we can simplify the problem by optimizing based 
on the undamped system; later. damping was applied to 
the optimal solution to examine its effects. 
Collecting teams and dividing by 112 p a S w v ~ Q B  and then 
multiplying by the inverse of the inertia dyadic, the 
equations of motion are given by 
* f f$$ 
(27) 
where 





Note, from eqn (14). dWdt # p/R3 
Since the system being optimized is not damped and the 
amplitude of motion is constant. we need only to optimize on 
the modal, or natural. frequencies of the TSNS. However, 
because my2 e< 0,2,yZ, the natural frequency about the yaw 
axis is effected most by the variation of my2. Furthermore. 
investigation of the stiffness terms shows that variation of the 
design paramelers primarily influences the yawing stiffness 
term. Since motion about the yaw axis is impacted by the 
inclination of the orbit (Le. effects due the the relative velocity 
of the ahnosphere, or crosswind, due to Earth’s rotation) eqn 
(30) was selected as the objective function lo minimize. 
(Note. altanatively one cwld have considered laking the sum 
of the squares of the modal frequencies as the objective 
fnunction 10 minimize). 
The necessary and sufficient conditions f a  optimization are 
that the system is stable and the TSlWS point in the direction 
of the velocity vector to within a tolerance of 2 O. To satisfy 
the latter condition, one can determine a range of initial 
conditions through simple numerical means such that the 
required tolerances are met. In considering the former 
condition. if we assume homogeneous solutions to eqn (26) of 
the form 
(35) 
N x = A  C r  
and substitute back into eqn (26). we obtain 
from which the characteristic equation for the systcm can be 
obtained (and a solulion to eqn (35) can be detemmd ’ ).For 
the system to be atable. we q u i r e  the eigenvaluu kz are 
negative and real and distinctz2 Fmm eqn (36) we fmd the 
necessary and sufficient conditions for stability are 
A& - 0 
(37) 
and $i+12 E %, where i=1.35. 
In reference 4 the design variables to be optimized were the 
boom length, the wing inclination and the wing area It was 
found that the optimal values w a e  for a maximum wing area 
and boom length and a wing inclinalion of Oo. In this model 
we will retain the wing area and boom length (QB) as design 
variables, and will fix Ihe boom length at its maximum \.cJ/ 
allowable length and maintain thc wing inclination at 8. A 
list of the design variables to be o p t i m i i  is @veu in table 1. 
These design variables are used lo minimize the objective 
function. 
The constraints are: 
g l :  b G 0  
g2: %,A 0 
g 3  %,& 0 
84: r a n k 0  = 6 
g s  ds>V2 
g 6  d, > 0.9 
g l  
g 8  12 0.32 
dsSl.8S Cos [ Sin-’ (U3.7) ] 
. 
l a b l e l  IJesIgnV arlables Tiaxqim zsaw . --.311 
db 1 
Ih  dk 
P mk 
L 6 
99: 15 2.236 
g10: 
gll: m 5 6 1 0  
g12: m>WO 
d , ,>O. ld+r  b p  
g13: d k < 2  
g14: d k > o  
d 
g15 rb > 0 
g16: rb 5 0.03 
The constraints gl - g3 require the necessary and sufficient 
conditions for stability be met. g4 requires the T S N S  be 
controllable about all three body axes. Constraints g5 - g9 
specify the space available to the bmm-wing structure in the 
shuttle cargo bay. The constraint g10 insures there is no 
contact between the tether and the spherical probe of the 
tethered satellite. Constraints g l l  and g l 2  are mass 
coastraints. g13 specifxs the maximum length of the "keel" 
The optimal configuration was found using the computer 
application Oprimum 2 0  oprimvm is a FORTRAN program 
which incorporates Ibe g d  eonjugate gndient  and golden 
section acceptable point rearch algorithm in finding the 
optimal solution for a give0 objective function and ret of 
constraints. In d e r  to code tbe objective function and the 
constraints, an aralyiic model of tbe TSIWS as discussed in 
section I l l  was developed niiag Mathcmarica.19 Once 
developed. FORTRAN code was tbcn geoerved through use of 
the command FortranFam, md &en tbcn resulting code was 
"pasted into the program Optimum . Using the modified 
code, a numerical optimal solution waa found for "av*, which 
satisfies the necessary and sufficient conditioos for stability. 
Those results are presented in table 3. Note that C, was 
arbitrarily set to 0.1. Figure 5 shows a detailed conceptual 
model of the optimal design. 
structure; g14 indicates the keel sbucture must exist to have 
roll coaIrol. b u y ,  g15 and g16 are geometric coostraints 
related to the radius of the boom structure. 
Variable Rrsult 
db 6 m  
'b 0.03 m 
1 1.9m 
dk 1.5 m 
A parametric study shows that 83 is never violated for all 
feasible values of the variables listed in table 1.  Since 814 
must never be violated, the rank of (he controllability matrix 
will always satisfy g4. Hence g3 and g4 can be removed fmm 
the cornoutation. In eeneral. it would be mden t  to test anv - 
"optimal" design to be sure that the removed constraints are 
satisfied. 
l x w s n l u t i a n  
Table 2 lists the parameters used in determining the optimal 
configuration for the TSIWS. Using the parameters listed 2 
v0=7.359 d s .  







2 3 0 ~ 1 0 3 ~  
142 x I$ m 
00 
7.250 10-5 
6378.14 x lo3 m 
3.986 x 1014 m3 s - ~  
3.358 x kg m-3 
575.70 k 
mk 15 kg 
dS 1.59 m 
c 0.1 
e z  
Fig. 5 Detailed conceptutal model of the optimal 
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Fig. 6 Motion of the TSlWS about the yaw (x) axis for i d "  
(upper plot) and i = 2 P  (lower plot). 
l s ~ i a ~  
7
I (-4 
Fig. 7 Motion of the TSlWS about the pitch (2) axis for 
iS.9" (note - the crosswind has a negligible effect on the 
pitching motion). 
For comparison, the objective function was a:so examined 
graphically by varyiug the  design parameters using 
Mathematica. The graphical results do correlate with the 
results obtained in Optimum. Through graphical analysis, 
using the application Marlab. the range of allowable initial 
conditions were also determined such tbat the TSlWS is 
oriented towards the velocity vector within (he given 
tolerances. These results are presented in table 4. 
As indicated earlier. we also wanled lo study the effects of 
orbital inclination on the TSIWS. Figures 6 and 7 show the 
effects of orbital inclinalh on yaw, mll and pitch respectively. 
In all plots e(0) 4 0 )  = +(O) = $0) = (d+/dt+, = (wdt)o =O. 
(dy/dt)o = 0.001175 raddmx. k0,29''. Note the effects of the 
crosswind on the yaw motion - the c m s  wind acts as a 
varying forcing function about the yaw axis f a  inclined orbits ,J 
and the peak displacanent will always occur at the equator. 
x m w  
In the future several dditiwal rasLs will bc addressed. The 
primary task will be to develop an aaodynamic model of the 
TSlWS in the transition flight regime (Knudsen numbers 
b w e e n  1 - 10) and to develop models of the TS/WS flight 
characteristics. Tbough gale detail is slill kcown &out the 
Tlmmmphere. Bird has developed a technique known as the 
Dimct Simulation M o m  o l r b  Method (DSMC) fa accurate.ly 
modeling on a computer gas flows over s ~ r f a c c s . ~  The 
software will be ured to decerrmoe ' thelift,dragandmoment 
cnefkcients. aemdynamic hating. and flow chanctaistics of 
the TS/WS. The LyBet goal of this task will be to develop a 
malhematical model defining the behavior of the TSlWS 
which can be i n t e r n  into the dynamic modeL 
Since we will be considering transitional effects, one can 
anticipate that the spherjcal pmbc will effect the abnosphaic 
flow at the wings. To account for this effect we will re- 
introduce the wing inclination as a design parame(a. 
We would also like tn cmsider other coofignratioos of the 
TS/WS. including modeling the system with the tether 
connected to the sphere and removing the keel structure. 
Once completed a comparison study will be conducted 
between the various configurations in the transitioo and free 
molecular flow flight regime. With all these modircations it 
is anticipated the sel of constraints will need modifcation. plus 
a variety of new constraints and design variables will be 
added as required. It is hoped at the compl&oo of the analytic 
modeling and analysis we can test the results by 
experimentation via ground based labs. 
These mlt s  indiolte that an appropriately omlipurcd passive 
wing system could provide stable flight for a T W S  in free 
molecular flow suhjst  to a variety of initial mnditioos. A8 a 
result. sensing probes on the satellite could accurately 
measure and study the FarU~'s upper aim-. In showing 
the feasibility of a passive wing system. an inexpensive 
alcanative for TSS m h u l  can be mosided  ~ n r u ~  the exyense 
and complexity of 111 active control system. As iodicabi the 
next step will be lo investigate the behavior of the system in 
transitional flow and alternative configurations. 
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